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Celebrating Impending Chaos album cover by Matt Vickerstaff for Darkwave Art
Release Date: 4th May 2010 (USA/Canada), 5th April 2010 (Europe / Japan / Worldwide)
Distributed through: E1 (USA/North America), Plastic Head (UK/World), Cargo Germany
(Europe), Disk Union (Japan)
“Although their roots are very black indeed this hasn’t prevented them from effectively incorporating elements from thrash, death
and even 70s prog rock into their sound, serving it all up with face-melting speed and chaotic intensity “ - Room 13 – reviewing
BLOODSTOCK OPEN AIR 2009.
“Exploratory but well versed black metal taking a scalpel to the night sky” - Metal Hammer (2010)
“The best albim I’ve heard so far this year.. no reason why they shouldn’t join the black metal elite!” - Powerplay (2010)
“Could PGI be a new hope for UK Black Metal?” - Terrorizer (2010)

Contact: Matt Platts on 0775 646 0555 | label@envenomationrecords.com | www.envenomationrecords.com
www.pgimetal.com | www.myspace.com/primitivegravenimage

Biography

Primitive Graven Image was formed in 2006 by guitarists and brothers Rob and Luke Lehane, out
of a love for the traditional black metal style. Immortal, Darkthrone and Emperor were the flavour
of the day and a 6 track demo of spontaneous, infectious blackness was swiftly kicked into shape.
Within 2 months, the band were offered a deal and signed to Pennsylvania based Open Grave
Records, who released the band’s demo to the press as a sign of things to come. Hot on the heels
of the demo reviews, the band’s debut album “Traversing The Awesome Night” was released in
May 2007 in the midst of the enthusiasm, provoking a good responses from the black metal underground and beyond in the USA, Europe, Australia, and the UK alike, putting the band on the
black metal map almost immediately.
A live show of unrelenting fury was swiftly put together. Drummer Matt Platts, previously of the preAkercocke “Salem Orchid” line up, and more recently of Interlock and Empyreal Destroyer was recruited,
to be followed shortly afterwards by Bassist Joshua Coxon, who took up the remaining five strings. The
bands debut live appearance at Fusion festival in Chesham just a few weeks later saw the band pull a huge
crowd, winning them over with a set of warp speed blast beats, derranged groove, tribal fury and sheer
intensity resulting in the band being invited back to headline a year later. With other choice gigs in the UK
and Ireland including Cork Winterfest 2008 with Armon Amarth and Skyclad, and the UKs biggest metal
festival Bloodstock Open Air 2009 (with the likes of Arch Enemy, Carcass, Enslaved, Abgott, Cradle Of Filth
and many more) the band began to slowly spread their dark vision further.
Working now as a fully creative four
piece, and beginning to expand on
their black metal roots and discover
their own sound, a second album
began to take shape. Beginning in
Winter 2007, in a place that would
come to be known as ‘The Black
Metal Farm’, the band moved in and
new material was written, recorded,
re written, re reordered, scrapped,
programmed, mixed and remixed
until the band caught the attention of Russ Russell (Napalm Death,
Dimmu Borgir) and in January 2009
the album was taken to Parlour
Sound studios in Northamptonshire
for Russ to work his unique magic
upon the recordings.
‘Celebrating Impending Chaos’ was released worldwide in April 2010 (May 2010 for North America and
Canada) on Envenomation Records. Diverging from the traditional black metal style slightly, the new material features influences ranging from the epic death metal of Nile to the beautifully misanthropic noise of
PGI’s fellow countrymen Anaal Nathrakh and The Axis Of Perdition. A dose of 70s progressive rock may just
be heard bubbling away in the background, whilst chaotic thrash riffs weave in and out of melodious and
highly atmospheric black metal.
The album has already generated some great press all over with magazine reviews, articles and interviews
pouring in and the band is getting ready to gig the HELL out of it, following a successful launch show at
London’s Enblackend 2010 alongside Abgott, Xerath and Empyreal Destroyer in May 2010. Complete with a
fresh new bass player, simply known as ‘Psi’, recent and upcoming dates include a headline show at Terrorizer’s Grindhouse night in Wakefield and a Halloween festival with Abgott in Bradford.
The Chaos Is Coming...

Press Quotes 2006 to 2009

Reviews of ‘Traversing The Awesome Night’ – debut album released on Open Grave
Records 2007
“Primitive Graven Image manage to maintain a sense of melody while keeping up the classic black metal sound, which
lets you get the best of both. The songs are pretty darn good too! What a joy to hear a band who don’t let being elite
get in the way of being good!” - Powerplay (UK)
“TRAVERSING THE AWESOME NIGHT is a punishing, soul-crushing journey through the land of the dead. a new classic from the black metal underground, you must bow down and worship primitive graven image!” - SOD (USA)
“Primitive Graven Image demonstrate an attuned ear for hooky riffs and arrangements” - Terrorizer (UK/International)
“Who knows what kind of unhinged behaviour will go down when brothers Luke and Rob Lehane (aka Dokkalfur and
Ljosalfur) slap on some corpse paint and go forraging for small mammals in the woods... but WE COULD LISTEN TO
THIS THING ALL (AWESOME) NIGHT!!” - 8/10 - Decibel (Magazine, USA)
“The riffs will sink you down to below sea level. The slow parts melted me like Carnivore did many moons ago. The
guitar sound kills almost Celtic Frost in nature. This band sets a mood and then sucks you in. The singing is real
black/death metal singing not some pussy low guttural shit. This is the real deal and with so many shitty black metal
bands, it is refreshing to hear a bad that delivers the goods as this release did. A must have.” - Metalcore (USA)
“Excellent Black Metal opuses.. simple yet memorable and extremely catchy raw black metal!!” - The Metal Observer
The core of what ‘true’ underground-Black Metal can be, must be, that’s what Primitive Graven Image’s debut album
Traversing The Awesome Night stands for. Black War Majesty! 92/100 - Conreteweb (Belgium)
There are some awesome highlights on Traversing The Awesome Night worthy of the attention of any black metal fan.
Primitive Graven Image have also been able to capitilize on one minor - but major - thing: that black metal doesn’t
have to be new and different to be completely awesome. Kick ass memorable songs! - 7.5/10 – Contaminated
Tones (internet/worldwide)

Reviews of Hellish Figurines – 2006
“A six fingered fist of Neanderthal Black Metal for you here. PRIMITIVE GRAVEN IMAGE scrape their riffs from the
blood painted walls of fire lit caves. We are talking the contemporary view of Neanderthal though, rude intelligence
instead of knuckle-dragging savages. PRIMITIVE GRAVEN IMAGE convince from the start on this demo and leave you
thinking in no uncertain terms by the end that their debut is worth looking forward to.” Metal Observer, Nov 27
2006.
“Good black metal with a lot more feeling and emotion than most other black metal bands I have heard. They don’t
just play fast for fast sake and create more of a mood and emotion along with feeling with their music. I am sure the
debut will be a masterpiece of black metal.” - Metalcore Webzine.
“This is a must for all old school Black Metal fans!!!” - Beowolfproduction.com
“Evil magnificence. An impressive beginning that displays a lot of potential” - Powerplay (UK)

UK Magazine Scans

Metal Hammer - May 2010

Powerplay - Album Review and mention in best of the
month section - March 2010

Terrorizer CD Track
- August 2009
(Secret History of
Black Metal special)
Terrorizer CD track write up April 2010

Terrorizer Album Review
- May 2010

Zero Tolerance album review
- March 2010
Terrorizer Choice Cuts
- August 2009

Powerplay Album Review
- 2007

Zero Tolerance feature
- March 2010
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